
A. FORECLOSURE SECTION

B.  EVICTION SECTION

Foreclosure Pending

Eviction Pending

Date of Sale:

CANCEL A MORTGAGE(TM)

YOUR NAME & FULL ADDRESS

Email Address:

Foreclosure Trustee

Monthly Payment Amount:
No of Months Behind:

Total Payments Behind:

Already Foreclosed

TICKET NO:

FAX BACK TO: 1-888-846-4416

YOUR SPOUSE NAME  & FULL ADDRESS

sign up online: www.m810.com

Your Monthly Income
Other Monthly income

Date of Sale:

Servicing Company

Bank/Mortgage Co:

email this form to: alcompac@aol.com

NOTES - PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS FORECLOSURE/EVICTION

Your Monthly Income
Other Monthly income

Total: Total:

Total:

Value of Home:

Cell  Number: Cell  Number:

Already Evicted
Court Date::

Did You file an Answer ?
NOTES - PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFO

APPLICATION PAGE 1 OF 3

TODAYS DATE:

C.  ACTION PLAN FOR:
Bankruptcy Software Answer Unlawful Detainer

Quiet Title Lawsuit Software Business Trust Setup

Federal Lawsuit Software Class Action Software

Adversary Proceeding

Removal Action

 DISCLAIMER: Cancel A Mortgage does not and cannot provide you with legal advise, or legal services regarding your particular legal problem.  We do not
prepare Bankruptcy or lawsuit  petitions. We license you software to you on the terms stated in the software license.  We can provide you with suport on the
use of our software. However, our support, website, or software is not Legal Advise.Our services are provided with the understanding that no one affilated with
our website, company, or affiliate websites, is involved in the practice of law, or providing you with legal services of any kind or nature. We do not offer legal
services or Bankruptcy Services. Our software and power website provides information about the law designed to help users safely cope with their own legal
needs and to avoid high legal cost. But legal information is not the same as legal advice -- the application of law to an individual's specific
circumstances.Although we go to great lengths to make sure our information is accurate and useful, we recommend you consult a lawyer if you want
professional assurance that our information, and your interpretation of it, is appropriate to your particular situation. Thank You!

NAME:

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

OTHER ACTION

I am employed.
I am unemployed.

Date Eviction  Filed:
No Yes

ADDRESS OF THE PROPERTY:

Do You Want To Sue ?

Remove to Federal Court

Time:

ORDER THE SOFTWARE

GO TO NEXT PAGE

No legal advise or legal services are offered under this software agreement. I understand that I must seek the services of any attorney should I
need legal advise or legal services.  I understand that I am fully responsible for the use of this software and agree to the attached software license
agreement.

Yes No

Check One Box

© Cancel A Mortgage. 2012. All Rights Reserved.

/s/

I am RETIRED

( ) - ( ) -

http://globalwalkietalkie.com/cgi-bin//ttx.cgi?cmd=newticket&sid=&style=
http://www.m810.com


E. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE APPLICATION

Bankruptcy Software Answer Unlawful Detainer

SOFTWARE ORDER FORM

Quiet Title Lawsuit Software Business Trust Setup

Federal Lawsuit Software Class Action Software

Adversary Proceeding Motions Software

FAX BACK TO: 1-888-846-4416 FAX BACK TO: 1-888-846-4416www.m810.com

Federal Lawsuit Software Injunction/TRO Application

3RD PARTY LAWSUIT INTERVENTION LAWSUIT Appeals  Software

PAGE 2 OF 3

SELECT YOUR LICENSE BELOW:

Bankruptcy Software Answer Unlawful Detainer

Adversary Proceeding

UNLIMITED  LICENSE - CANCEL A MORTGAGE

Discovery to Adversary

MONTHLY SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICE (OPTIONAL)

Removal Action

SOFTWARE MODULES

LIMITED LICENSE -  STOP FORECLOSURE

(The Class - Group Assist))

(PRO SE  - YOU ALONE)

SOFTWARE ORDER BREAKDOWN

1.  LIMITED LICENSE

2.  UNLIMITED LICENSE

3. MONTHLY CONSULTING
(FIRST PAYMENT BEGINS IN 60 DAYS)

OPTION #1

OPTION #2

 DISCLAIMER: Cancel A Mortgage does not and cannot provide you with legal advise, or legal services regarding your particular legal problem.  We do not
prepare Bankruptcy or lawsuit  petitions. We license you software to you on the terms stated in the software license.  We can provide you with suport on the
use of our software. However, our support, website, or software is not Legal Advise.Our services are provided with the understanding that no one affilated
with our website, company, or affiliate websites, is involved in the practice of law, or providing you with legal services of any kind or nature. We do not offer
legal services or Bankruptcy Services. Our software and power website provides information about the law designed to help users safely cope with their own
legal needs and to avoid high legal cost. But legal information is not the same as legal advice -- the application of law to an individual's specific
circumstances.Although we go to great lengths to make sure our information is accurate and useful, we recommend you consult a lawyer if you want
professional assurance that our information, and your interpretation of it, is appropriate to your particular situation. Thank You!

I declare that I am unable to pay the entire fee for the software service.

$2,500.00

$5,000.00

Consulting Agreement is Emailed in Ticket
License Agreement is Emailed in Ticket

My Name is

I am applying for

I will make a Downpayment of:

2. The Bomb!

Business Trust is Emailed in Ticket

and will pay balance of

(this section is only for customers who need financial assistance)

$2,500 (limited license) $5,000 (limited license)

on or before

NAME:

I agree to the attached software license and further agree that no legal services are being offered under this
agreement.  I understand that if I fail to make the payment, then this agreement will terminate immediately and
no refunds are offered under this agreement.

First Payment Due:

1. BASIC

The MATRIX STORM!

F. SIGNATURE
I agree to the above provisions and the provisions contained in the software and consulting and Business Trust agreement
which have been emailed in the above ticket number or at my email address stated above.

D.   ORDER SOFTWARE

DATED:

DATED:

$25,000 (commercial)

(For Evictions)



                                                                         IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
Prior to using any software on our website you must read, agree, sign, and fax back this notice to the fax
number stated above. This notice setforths the important provisions of our software license agreement and
terms of use. If you do not agree with this provisions, please do not use or download our software. Use or
downloading of the software constitutes acceptance of the provisions stated herein. Please do not use our
software if you do not agree with these provisions.

SOFTWARE LICENSE / DISCLAIMER

No part of the software and programs termed "matrix programs" used or downloaded over www.almczeal.com or
other associated websites or covered by this copyright may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, photographicing, recording or information storage and
retrieval systems - without the express written permission of Computer Science Central, Inc. ("CSC") or Al McZeal,
or its authorized agents..

CSC grants to you upon receipt of the product, a nonexclusive License to use the enclosed products only once, for
each licensed use, and subject to the terms and restrictions set forth in the customer license or the Software
Agreement contained within the software. CSC nor any of its agents, employees, or affiliates do not engage in
rendering typing, legal, bankruptcy, lawsuits, or other legal services and cannot give you legal advise. Should you
need legal or other professional advice, you agree to contact an attorney authorized to practice law in your
particular state. By using this software either with an attorney, or without an attorney, Pro Se, you assume all risk
and responsibility for its use. You agree not to unlawfully copy the software, or to transfer it to third parties without
a valid license, or authorization from the author.

Unauthorized coping or transfer of the software constitutes a software copyright infringement, and will terminate
this agreement. No Warrant of Performance exist, except as expressly provided in this agreement. CSC. and it's
suppliers, distributors, and dealers make no warranties, either express or implied, with Respect for CSC .Publishing
software, its merchantability, or its fitness for any particular purpose. CSC software is licensed soley on an "as is"
basis. The entire risk as to its quality and performance is with you. The software is not designed to meet any
particular legal purpose and may not even apply to your
particular situation.

Should CSC software prove defective, you (and not CSC Publishing, its suppliers, distributors,, or dealers) assume
the entire cost of all necessary servicing, repair, or correction. Some states do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of implied warranties or liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may
apply to you.

                                                                                     DISCLAIMER
The software is provided "as is" and with the understanding that no one associated with our website, or company,
is offering any legal services, or legal advise for any particular legal matter or legal situation. Should you need
assistance with legal or other professional matters, then you agree to contact a professional attorney in your state
or other professional in the area where professional assistance is sought. The use of our software does not
constitute legal advise or legal services.

The purpose of the software is to educate and entertain, and it is not intended to provide legal or professional
support of any kind or nature, nor is it intended to induce, or condone any activity where it is published which
might violate the laws of the United States, or the laws of the country that it is published or purchased in, nor to
deprive any individual or company of its lawful income. Whilst every attempt is made to ensure the accuracy of the
information contained in our smart forms and software programs, the publisher cannot be held responsible for any
omission or inaccuracies in the publications as laws are updated almost daily and thus it will be your responsibility
to cross check all references.

Neither Al McZeal, the author, representatives,, or CSC shall have any liability to any person or entity derived from
any alleged loss or damage arising from the use or misuse of the software or information contained in the matrix
programs. Whilst reliable sources have been sought in compiling the software and information, neither the author,
publisher nor distributor can accept any liability for the accuracy of its contents nor the consequences of any
reliance placed upon it. Any links, phone numbers or other associated details and references are provided as is
without any warranty either express or implied. The publishers cannot be held responsible for the content of 3rd
party websites. Downloading or Use of the software beyond this point constitutes acceptance of the above

Signature

Print Name

Date:

SIGN AND FAX TO: 1-888-846-4416 SIGN AND FAX TO: 1-888-846-4416
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